
Why Dell’s Education 
Portfolio and Windows 11 
for K-12 Educators?
Education has transformed. Digital, blended learning is here to stay. 

But your students’ educational needs haven’t changed. They must 

collaborate with their classmates and teachers—securely and at 

scale—whether at school or online. 

These dynamics mean faculty members must rise  

to meet a new set of challenges:

Dell and Microsoft come together to meet the challenge.

70%
of educators are 
concerned about 
their ability to deliver 
engaging, high-value 
learning experiences*

Teachers
Personalize learning for students 
of all abilities and learning styles

Enable learning and engagement 
from almost anywhere

Maximize class time for 
instruction and minimize 
troubleshooting

Administrators
Promote equitable access to 
digital learning for children of  
all backgrounds

Offer devices to all students  
to advance learning

Balance tight public-sector or 

independent school tech budgets

IT teams
Manage and deploy  
devices remotely

Safeguard student and teacher 
data and identities

Keep school data and devices 

secure from almost anywhere



Dell’s Education Portfolio and 
Windows 11 –Crafted with the 
Needs of Educators in Mind
Dell and Microsoft have reimagined Windows for a new era of 

the digital classroom and blended learning. 

Dell and Microsoft have reimagined Windows for a new 

era of the digital classroom. Our goal is to help educators 

unlock the full potential of every student. Windows 11 is 

a powerful tool that supports learning, collaboration, and 

creativity – all in a secure and trusted environment.

Meaningful learning for every child,  
in any location
Windows 11 is the most inclusively designed Windows ever, with  
greater accessibility and more built-in learning tools and user controls  
than ever before. Give your faculty members the ability to accelerate  
learning and ensure every student keeps up, thanks to its:

 EXPERIENCES        FEEDBACK       ANALYTICS FEATURES

When paired with the best-in-class, purpose-built Dell Latitude 3000 Series—designed to withstand spills and 
tumbles—teachers can allow students to access learning materials independently, regardless of their ability, income, 
language, location, and identity.  

Tech that’s simple to deploy, manage, 
and secure
Learning that happens anywhere needs IT management  
that can be everywhere. With Dell and Windows 11, it’s easy  
to deploy and manage devices—everything from Dell laptops 
and tablets, OptiPlex and All-in-Ones to immersive Dell 
Interactive Touch Projectors—from anywhere. 

In addition, you’re running software with built-in threat 
protection that helps detect and block malware and protects 
students from unsafe web content and downloads.

Gain performance on affordable 
devices that are built for education
With Dell’s Education Portfolio and Windows 11, 
administrators can make their budgets go further by 
selecting from a suite of low-cost, kid-proof, cloud-first 
devices running on intuitive, secure software—and 
designed with education in mind.

Let’s set up a meeting and we’ll walk you through all your options.
Ready to Talk?

*Source: Emily Wasik, Bridging the Digital Divide to Engage Students in Higher Education, Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) report, December 15, 2020

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/education/products/windows/shapethefuture.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/education/products/windows/shapethefuture.aspx

